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Fundamental postures, stances, and movements 
 
1. Iai-goshi 

Stand on feet shoulder width apart, with the hip slightly lowered and the 
knees bent lightly forward. Concentrate the “Ki” onto the “Tanden” (below 
the navel) and put the center of gravity onto the middle of the body. Relax 
the shoulder with elbows lightly bent, put both the palms on the upper 
thighs. The back should be straight with the chin tucked in and the eyes 
slightly closed to focus on the distance. Pay attention to the surroundings. 
 
2. Iai-goshi to Batto posture/position 

From Iai-goshi, take one step forward with right foot, with the knee bent 
until the kneecap is directly above the right toe. The back of the left knee 
should be lightly stretched with the heel slightly off the ground. 
 
3. Batto (drawing the sword) 

Moving to Batto posture, bring both hands upward. Grip the Koikuchi of the 
Saya with the left hand then using the thumb, lift up the Koikuchi while the 
right hand grips the Tsuka from the Mine side to start performing Batto. 
When performing the Batto action, pay attention not to make “Sayanari” 
(creating a noise while the blade out from scabbard). When the sword was 
drawn as far as Kissaki Sanzun (approximately10cm form Kissaki-the tip of 
the sword), slide back the left hand still holding Koikuchi to perform 
Sayabiki along the Obi. 
 
4. Kamae stances 

(1) Chudan (Seigan) -no-kamae (middle sword stance) 

Take Batto posture, hold the sword with both hands to point the Kissaki 
right in front. The elbows should be slightly bent and the Tsuka-gashira of 
the sword positioned one to two knuckles in front of the navel, aiming the 
Kissaki at throat height (the enemy eyes on the extended line). (When the 
left foot is at forward, this called Hidari / Left –seigan) 
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(2) Jodan -no-kamae (higher sword stance) 
Take Batto-posture, bringing the sword held by both hands above the head. 
The raised sword should be at between 30 to 45 degrees leaning backward, 
with the Tsuka-gashira positioned one knuckle in front of the forehead.  
(When the left foot is at forward, this called Hidari / Left –Jodan) 
 

5. Chiburi (shake-off blood) movement 

From Chudan (Seigan) -no-kamae, grip the sword with the right hand and 
open both the arms outward, pushing the chest forward. When doing this 
movement, the right hand should be positioned at the height between the 
shoulder and the hip, with the Kissaki positioned within the 
body-width-range, making a sweeping motion from the shoulder to Kissaki 
at approximately 45 degrees. The left hand should be positioned on the side 
on the Obi. 

 
6. Noto (returning the sword back into the scabbard)  

Continuously from the Chiburi movement, the left hand to probe the 
Kurigata on the Saya then to hold the Koikuchi and perform vertical (in 
principle) Noto. Pay attention not to make “Sayanari”(creating a noise while 
the blade into scabbard). When the sword is inserted into Saya as far as 
Habaki-moto Sanzun (approximately 10cm from the end of Habaki collar), 
bringing the left foot back to Iai-goshi position to complete the Noto 
movement. After returning to the Kihon posture, conduct Tsuka-aratame. 
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Other important words to know ; 

Uchi-dachi  → Attacker for Kumitachi 
Shi-dachi  → Defender for Kumitachi  
Nukiuchi  → Drawing the sword and cutting in a single quick motion 
             Horizontal cut, Downward and Upward Diagonal cut  
Ma-ai  → Striking distance 
Morote  → Both hand 
Sun-dome  →  Stop just before to hit 
Ken-sen  → The extended virtual line from the tip of the sword  
Hidari-kesa-giri  → Downward diagonal cut to the left 
Migi-Kesa-giri  → Downward diagonal cut to the right 
Hidari-gyaku-kesa-giri  →  Upward diagonal cut to the left 
Migi-gyaku-kesagiri  →  Upward diagonal cut to the right 
Nukiuchi  →  Draw the sword and cut in a single quick motion  
Makko-giri  → Cutting straight down vertically 
Hasso-no-Kamaea  →  The left foot is forward, and the sword is held pointing 
       with the hilt in front of the right shoulder. The blade  
       slope slightly to the rear 
Kissaki  → The tip of the sword 
Me-tsuke  →  Turn to look with full attention 
Zan-shin  →  Alertness : Zan-shin in Budo refers to not lowering one's guard,     
     both in mind and body, even after making a successful move  
           against the opponent   
Sakki  →  Highly charged atmosphere, Thirst for blood      
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Ippon-me (No.1): Opponent to the front 
1. Supposition 

The opponent to the front puts his hand on the Tsuka of his sword with Sakki 
(killing intention), so you perform Nukiuchi-gyaku-kesa-giri (upward diagonal 
cut immediately after drawing the sword) to slash the enemy’s right upper arm. 
With the enemy retreating, you pursue and perform Hidari-kesa-giri (downward 
diagonal cut to the left).  

 
2. Movements 
(1) From the Iai-goshi position, step forward with the right foot while performing 

Batto. 
(2) Put the left foot forward and simultaneously perform Katate (single-hand) 

Nukiuchi (draw the sword and cut in a single quick motion) and 
Hidari-gyaku-kesa-giri (upward diagonal cut to the left).  

(3) While stepping forward with the right foot, take the Morote (both-hands) 
Migi (right) Jodan-no-kamae and perform Hidari-kesa-giri. 

(4) Perform Okuri-ashi footwork from the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae, 
maintaining Zanshin (alertness). 

(5) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, take a left backward step to return to 
the Iai-goshi posture and position.  

 
3. Notes 
l When performing Batto in (2), the Tsuka-gashira should be facing the 

enemy as far as the sword is at Kissaki-Sanzun, and then quickly perform 
Sayabiki to fully draw the sword. When the Kissaki is out of the Saya, the 
sword blade to be turned to slash upward. After this, the Kissaki should be 
stopped at approximately the height of the head, within the 
body-width-range. 

l When moving from (2) to (3), the body should move as if to follow the 
upward moving Kissaki, so that the Kissaki will move to Jodan-no-kamae 
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in the shortest route possible with both hands gripping the Tsuka. 
 

l When performing (3), the downward moving Kissaki should be stopped at 
the knee height and within the body-width-range. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Nihon-me (No.2): opponent to the right 
1. Supposition 

The opponent to the right puts his hand on the Tsuka of his sword with Sakki, so 
you perform Nukiuchi-suihei-giri (horizontal cut immediately after drawing the 
sword) to slash the enemy’s right upper arm. With the enemy retreating, you 
pursue and perform Migi-kesa-giri (downward diagonal cut to the right).  

 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi position, step forward with the right foot and execute 
Me-tsuke (turn to look with full attention) on the enemy to the right. 

(2) Place the left foot toe in front of the right foot to prepare Batto. 
(3) Start Batto while turning the body to the right then step forward with the 

right foot towards the enemy direction and perform Katate Nukiuchi and 
horizontal cut simultaneously. 

(4) While stepping forward with the left foot, take Morote Hidari (left) 
Jodan-no-kamae and perform Migi-kesa-giri. 

(5) Step forward with the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae, maintaining 
Zanshin. 

(6) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, take a left backward step to return to 
the Iai-goshi position and posture. 

 
3. Notes 

l When starting Nihon-me movement, turn 90 degrees to the left and take 
two steps back to take the Kihon position. 

l When performing (3), the Tsuka-gashira should be facing the enemy as  
far as the sword is at 10cm of Kissaki from Koikuchi-end, then quickly 
perform Sayabiki to fully draw the sword. When Kissaki is out of the Saya, 
the sword blade to be turned to slash the enemy’s upper arm horizontally. 
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After this, the Kissaki should be stopped within the body-width-range 

 

l When moving from (3) to (4), the Kissaki must move to Jodan-no-kamae in 
the shortest route possible with both hands gripping the Tsuka. 

l When performing (4), the downward moving Kissaki should be stopped at 
knee height and within the body-width-range. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Sanbon-me (No.3): Opponent to the left 
1. Supposition 

The opponent to the left suddenly attacked you with the sword, so you draw 
the sword and perform Katate Hira-tsuki (Single-hand Horizontal Thrust) 
aimed at the enemy’s the pit of the stomach but the enemy still persists, 
striking the sword from Jodan. You avoid the enemy’s blade before it reaches 
your head and slash the enemy with Hidari-kesa-giri.  

 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi position, step forward with the right foot and execute 
Me-tsuke on the enemy to the left, then while stepping out with the left foot, 
prepare Batto.  

(2) While stepping forward diagonally (approximate 45 degrees) with the right 
foot, draw the sword horizontally toward the right. 

(3) Perform Katate Hira-tsuki (Single-hand Horizontal Thrust) while rotating 
the hip toward the enemy on the left. Thrust and immediately pull the sword 
back. 

(4) Take Katate-uke (single-hand receipt) of the attacking enemy sword above 
your head, step backward with the left foot while parrying the enemy sword. 
Turn your Kissaki backward, perform Hidari-kesa-giri from Morote Migi 
Jodan-no-kamae. 

(5) Perform Okuri-ashi footwork from the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae, 
maintaining Zanshin. 

(6) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, return to the original Iai-goshi posture. 
 
3. Notes 

l When starting the Sanbon-me movement, turn 90 degrees to the right and 
take two steps back to take the Iai-goshi posture. 
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l When performing (2), draw the sword with the Koikuchi facing the right, 
take Kamae so that the Mine of the sword with the Shinogi upward will 
come close to the body, with Ken-sen (sword-line) facing the enemy. 

l When performing (3), the sword should be thrust horizontally using the 
rotation of the hip. Thrust with 30% force and pull out with 70% force. 

l When performing (4), the fist should be thrust up so that the retracted 
sword will rise up from the Kissaki. When the sword reaches above the 
head, the Kissaki, with the Shinogi side up, should be slightly lower than 
horizontal level. Receive the enemy’s attacking blow at the Habaki-moto, 
then slid it away while stepping backward with the left foot to take Morote 
Jodan-no-kamae. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Yonhon-me (No.4): Opponent to the rear 
1. Supposition 

Perceiving the killing intention of the opponent attacking from the rear, perform 
Batto while turning, parrying the enemy’s blow by stepping backward to perform 
Migi-kesa-giri. With the enemy still pursuing the attack, step backward to parry 
and perform Hidari-kesa-giri. 
 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi posture, step forward with the right foot and do 
Me-tsuke on the enemy at the rear to prepare for Batto. 

(2) Place the left foot in front of the right foot, drawing the sword while turning 
the body 180 degrees clockwise to take Katate Jodan-no-kamae. Step back 
with the right foot to parry then perform Hidari-kesa- giri. 

(3) Step further backward with the left foot to parry, then bring both hands 
backwards with a large sweeping move to take Morote Migi Jodan-no-kamae 
to perform Hidari-kesa-giri. 

(4) Perform Okuri-ashi footwork from the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae, 
maintaining Zanshin. 

(5) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, return to the original Iai-goshi 
posture. 

 
3. Notes 

l When starting the Yonhon-me movement, take 3 steps forward from the 
original position, then turn 90 degrees to the right to take the Iai-goshi 
posture. 

l  When performing (2), draw the sword with the Tsuka-gashira facing  
upward. When the sword is out of the Saya, rotate the body to the right, 
with the sword slightly behind the body move, then take Katate 
Jodan-no-kamae to perform Migi-kesa-giri. Stop the downed Kissaki for a 
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moment at the height of the knee, within the body-width-range. 
l When moving (2) to (3), open the arms upward as if to draw a circle to take 

Morote Migi Jodan-no-kamae.  
l When performing (3), the downed Kissaki should be at knee height and 

within the body-width-range. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Gohon-me (No.5): Multiple opponents to the front 
1. Supposition 

Charge at the multiple opponents to the front and perform a series of left and 
right Kesa-giri. 

 

2. Movements 

(1) Perform Batto from the Iai-goshi posture and take Katate Jodan-no-kamae. 
(2) Step out from the right foot, take Morote Jodan-no-kamae as advancing 

forward, then on a right foot step perform Hidari-kesa-giri on the first 
enemy. 

(3) Bring the sword up to turn the Kissaki to the rear-left with the left foot 
stepping forward to take Morote Jodan-no-kamae and perform Migi-kesa-giri 
on the second enemy. 

(4) Bring the sword up to turn the Kissaki to the rear-right with the right foot 
stepping forward to take Morote Jodan-no-kamae and perform 
Hidari-kesa-giri on the third enemy. 

(5) Perform Okuri-ashi footwork from the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae, 
maintaining Zanshin. 

(6) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, take a left backward step to return to 
the Iai-goshi posture. 

 

3. Notes 

l During (1) of Batto and Katate Jodan-no-kamae, the left hand should keep 
holding the Koikuchi. 

l During (2), (3), and (4), the lowered Kissaki should stop for a moment, each 
time, at the height of the knee, within the body-width-range. When 
bringing up the sword to the rear, the body should not sway to the left or to 
the right. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Roppon-me (No.6): Opponent to the front and the rear 
 
1. Supposition 

When trying to deal with the opponent in front and advancing forward, the 
opponent to the rear started to attack, striking his sword straight from Jodan. 
You turn around to parry the enemy sword and perform Hidari-kesa-giri, then 
immediately turn around to face the front enemy and cut straight down. 
 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi posture, step forward with the right foot and execute 
Me-tsuke on the enemy at the rear to prepare for Batto. 

(2) While left foot stepping forward diagonally (approximately 45 degrees) with 
the toe pointing outward, draw the sword forward. Then take a forward step 
with the right foot so that it will be placed in front of the left foot in order to 
rotate the body 180 degrees anti-clockwise and facing to backward. While 
doing so bring up the sword from the Kissaki to perform Katate-uke above 
the head. 

(3) While receiving and parrying away the rear enemy sword, take a step back 
with the left foot so that it will cross behind the right foot, turn the Kissaki to 
the left, taking Morote Jodan-no-kamae to perform Hidari-kesa-giri. 

(4) Execute Me-tsuke on the front enemy, rotate the body anti-clockwise to face 
the enemy straight, then cut straight down from Morote Jodan-no-kamae. 

(5) Step forward with the right foot to take Chudan-no-kamae. 
(6) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, take a left backward step to return to 

the Iai-goshi posture. 
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3. Notes 

l When performing (2), the Kissaki of the drawn sword and the sword-line 
should be pointed to the rear enemy. The fist should be thrust up so that 
the sword will rise from the Kissaki. When the sword reaches above the 
head, the Kissaki, with the Shinogi side up, should be slightly lower than 
the horizontal level. Receive the enemy’s attacking blow at the 
Habaki-moto. The left hand should firmly keep holding the Koikuchi. 

l When moving (3) to (4), the body should rotate as if the lowered Kissaki 
after Hidari-kesa-giri to be dragged slightly behind, then raise the sword to 
Jodan-no-kamae. These series of movement must be quick and continuous. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Nanahon-me (No.7): Three opponents 
1. Supposition 

Three opponents to the front; the first one at diagonally forward right 
(approximately 45 degrees in front), the second one at straight ahead, and the 
third one at diagonally forward left (approximately 45 degrees in front). You 
perform Migi-kesa-giri from Katate Jodan-no-kamae on the enemy at the right, 
then perform Hidari-kesa-giri from Morote Jodan-no-kamae on the left, and 
finally thrust into the pit of stomach of the opponent in front with both hands 
form Chudan (Seigan) -no-kamae. 

 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi position, step forward with the right foot and execute  
Me-tsuke on the enemy at diagonally forward right, preparing for Batto. 

(2) Draw the sword while stepping forward with the left foot, turn the body 
diagonally to the right (approximately 45 degrees) and take Katate 
Jodan-no-kamae to perform Migi-kesa-giri. 

(3) Then execute Me-tsuke on the enemy at diagonally forward left, turn the 
body diagonally to the left (approximately 45 degrees) while stepping 
forward with the right foot. Simultaneously turn the Kissaki to the rear to 
take Morote Jodan-no-kamae to perform Hidari-kesa-giri. 

(4) Now, execute Me-tsuke on the enemy in front, turning the upper body to the 
front to take Chudan (Seigan) -no-kamae. Perform Okuri-ashi to advance 
forward and thrust into the enemy’s pit of stomach using both hands. Take a 
step backward with the left foot and pull out the sword. 

(5) Step forward with left foot to take Hidari Jodan-no-kamae, maintaining 
Zanshin. Step backward with the left foot to take Chudan-no-kamae. 

(6) After performing Chiburi, then Noto, take a left backward step to return to 
the Iai-goshi position. 
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3. Notes 

l When moving from (2) to (3), spread out the arms while stepping forward 
with right foot, with lowered Kissaki after Migi-kesa-giri left slightly 
behind. Then bring up the arms from the rear to take Morote 
Jodan-no-kamae. 

l The footwork should always be pointing straight forward. 

l When performing (4), the force should come from the hip, taking thrust 
with 40% force and pull out with 60% force. Pay attention not to lean 
forward. 
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Toyamaryu Kata  

Happon-me (No.8): Suemono-Giri 
1. Supposition 

This Kata teaches the basic motion for testing the cutting ability of a sword. 
The practice cutting through a target on a stand. 
 

2. Movements 

(1) From the Iai-goshi posture, draw the sword horizontally to the right, while 
taking half a right sideways step and maintain drawing the sword 
horizontally against the target. 

(2) Taking Morote Jodan-no-kamae and cut straight down. 
(3) Leaving the feet apart, take Chudan-no-kamae, maintaining Zanshin. 
(4) After Chiburi, start performing Noto. When the sword is inserted into Saya 

about10 cm from Habaki-moto, bring the right foot back to the Iai-goshi 
posture. 

 
3. Notes 

l When moving from (1) to (2), swing up the sword held by both hands to 
Jodan-no-kamae as if to thrust the rear with the Kissaki passing through 
the left profile of the face. Pay attention not to let the Kissaki point 
downward when the sword is held above. 

l When performing (2), the Tsuka-gashira should be positioned in front of the 
navel with the Kissaki come to stop at approx. 30cm above the ground.  

l When moving from (2) to (3), raise the hip to the original height while 
bringing up the Kissaki. 
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The revisions note  
20170401 

n For Fundamental postures, stances, and movements 
Definition of the word has been revised as follows; 
l The word “Iaigoshi” shall be used instead of Kihon (basic standing) for 1. 
l The “Iai-goshi to Batto” posture/posture shall be used instead of Iai-goshi for 2.  
l Kissaki Sanzun →	 Kissaki 10cm at Sayabiki and Noto 
 

n Added more words/definitions of postures, stances, and 
movements 

 
n Beside of above minor changes, the following are additional 

revised points; 
① On Sanbon-me (No.3), Thrust with 40% force and pull out with 60% force. to be 

revised Thrust with 30% force and pull out with 60% force. 
② On Roppon-me (No.6); in order to clarify that the two opponents, one in the front 

the other one in the back are exactly on a line. Therefore, the following are revised 
(added underlined);  

   While left foot stepping forward diagonally (approximately 45 degrees) 
   in front of right leg with the toe pointing outward, draw the sword 
   forward. Then take a forward step with the right foot so that it will be  
   placed outside of the left foot in order to rotate the body 180 degrees  
   anti-clockwise and facing backward. While doing so bring up the sword  
   from the Kissaki to perform Katate-uke above the head. 
③ On Nanahon-me(No.7), Thrust the pit of stomach instead of Thrust into the throat  
④ On Happon-me(No.8) at note , added the underlined word;  
    From the Iai-goshi posture, draw the sword horizontally to the right, while  
    taking half a right sideways step and maintain drawing the sword  
    horizontally against the target. 
     
    Also the Kissaki come to stop at approx. 30cm above the ground instead of 
    stop slightly lower than horizontal level as previously stated. 

 


